
 

MUL-T-VAL



Mul - T - Val

    Mul - T - Val is the most recent solution for gauge, pressure switch, transmitter, indicator and recorder connections under high 
and low pressure conditions.
    It provides a compact, simple, versatile and high reliable installation, with an extraordinary strength and durability. Its
continuous use increases reasonably the instrument life.

    Mul - T - Val eliminates nipples, threaded or welded fittings and valves. Its application means material and labor cost reductions.
    In a conventional gauge connection, for example, it is necessary at least 8 joints, that is, 5 for connections, 3 for valves, and the 
gauge which are entirely replaced with Mul - T - Val.

   Mul - T - Val minimizes the potential leakage points. It incorporates 2 multiple valves (blocking and bleeding) in an integral
and forged piece that combine all the functional options required by the usual instrumentation standards.

    Among other applications Mul - T - Val allows line blocking, calibration, bleeding, purging, tests, gauging with standard 
instruments and even collection of samples from a process.
    Mul - T - Val end versatility make possible a safe and compact connection for one or more instruments, in its 3 "T" threaded
ends with  /   1/2" NPT, whatever the variation in the process piping position. By changing only the plug connection, it is possible,
at the same time, for example, to do the following:
    - 1.  To connect a gauge or a pressure switch;
    - 2.  To connect a pressure signal to another instrument;
    - 3.  Connection for a "standard" gauge or even collection of samples, always having the bleeding/ purging option.

    The Mul - T - Val are always supplied with 3 pre fastened hexagonal plugs: two 1/2" NPT plugs in the outlet side and one 
1/8" NPT plug in the bleeding orifice.

    The interconnection between the valve and the process is as simple as possible, just by using a nipple.
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CATALOG NUMBER END CONNECTIONS 

CARBON STEEL STAINLESS STEEL INLET/PROCESS OUTLET/INSTRUMENT BLEED/PURGE 

1742MST08 1742MSST08 1/2"NPT 3 x 1/2"NPT 1/8”NPT 

1742MST08SW 1742MSST08SW 1/2"S.W. 1/2"S.W – 2 x 1/2"NPT  1/8”NPT 

1744MST08 1744MSST08 1/2"NPT 3 x 1/2"NPT 1/4”NPT 

CATALOG NUMBER END CONNECTIONS 

CARBON STEEL STAINLESS STEEL INLET/PROCESS OUTLET/INSTRUMENT BLEED/PURGE 

742MST08 742MSST08 1/2"NPT 3 x 1/2"NPT 1/8”NPT 

742MST08SW 742MSST08SW 1/2"S.W. 1/2"S.W – 2 x 1/2"NPT  1/8”NPT 

744MST08 744MSST08 1/2"NPT 3 x 1/2"NPT 1/4”NPT 



 

Detroit Plásticos e Metais Ltda. 
 

Av. Antônio Piranga , 2788 - CEP 09942-000 
Diadema – SP – Brazil 

Tel. +55 11 4360-6700  -  Fax. +55 11 4076-2244 
www.detroit.ind.br  -  contato@detroit.ind.br 
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For any additional further information about our company and products, please visit our 
website: www.detroit.ind.br, or contact us. 




